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About this talk
This talk is a “Technical Session on Finding and Organizing References”. It is not an in-depth discussion of
how to use a particular Reference Manager, just like a lecture on how to build a house would not be an indepth discussion of how to handle a screwdriver
The real question
IS NOT
“How do I make the time I spend adding references minimal”?
BUT IS
“How do I make the time I spend adding references impactful?”

OUTLINE OF THIS TALK:
Why Include a Reference?
Google Scholar, Google Patents, Research Gate, Primo, etc.
How do I Preserve my References?
What About Confidential and/or Proprietary Documents?
What About I.P.?

Why Include a
Reference?

Overview
The real question
IS NOT
“How do I make the time I spend adding references minimal”?
BUT IS INSTEAD
“How do I make the time I spend adding references impactful?”
Putting together your reference list is a time to:
1. Re-run the searches you’ve run in the past
2. Determine which references to use based on the category
a. Introduction
b. Methods and Materials
c. Results
d. Discussion
e. Conclusions

Why include a reference?
BOLD STATEMENT: The only reason to include a reference is to improve the quality of your paper

I will indeed elaborate by example

Introduction—Including the right references, particularly broad survey
and review articles, incorporates many additional references by inference.
They also give you a chance to quickly some up to speed as you begin
writing.

https://aminoapps.com/c/plankaren/page/blog/a-quick-psa/aJoz_o2u0uaGpY3X40rX8z88meQR84Qpoe

Why include a reference?
BOLD STATEMENT: The only reason to include a reference is to improve the quality of your paper

I will indeed elaborate by example

Methods and Materials—use a reference to avoid a lengthy justification
and “cut and paste” of a previously peer reviewed method, process,
material, etc.

https://aminoapps.com/c/plankaren/page/blog/a-quick-psa/aJoz_o2u0uaGpY3X40rX8z88meQR84Qpoe

Why include a reference?
BOLD STATEMENT: The only reason to include a reference is to improve the quality of your paper

I will indeed elaborate by example

Results—use previous results to avoid the inevitable question about why
you didn’t compare your algorithm to the 100 algorithms preferred by your
reviewer (who may be well-meaning, but may also be a narcissistic
sociopath)
Part 6 of the ICAE review form:
“A lot of manuscripts still present small/overly simplified examples or academic exercises. Such papers were
common and might have been appropriate in the 60’s, 70’s, or 80’s. But, in the 21 st century we would like to
encourage authors to present large and realistic examples. Please comment whether examples presented in the paper
are appropriate and justified considering the significant advances made in computational modeling in recent years as
well as the increasing power of computers. Are the examples presented small academic exercises? ”

https://aminoapps.com/c/plankaren/page/blog/a-quick-psa/aJoz_o2u0uaGpY3X40rX8z88meQR84Qpoe

Why include a reference?
BOLD STATEMENT: The only reason to include a reference is to improve the quality of your paper

I will indeed elaborate by example

Discussion—here is the chance to show you’re not
operating in a vacuum. Include any reference that
you thought particularly insightful.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/45599014954735004/
https://aminoapps.com/c/plankaren/page/blog/a-quick-psa/aJoz_o2u0uaGpY3X40rX8z88meQR84Qpoe

Why include a reference?
BOLD STATEMENT: The only reason to include a reference is to improve the quality of your paper

I will indeed elaborate by example

Conclusion—What might you have done if you’d thought of it first? Is
there anything else that might help you contextualize your findings?

https://aminoapps.com/c/plankaren/page/blog/a-quick-psa/aJoz_o2u0uaGpY3X40rX8z88meQR84Qpoe

Google Scholar,
Google Patents,
Research Gate,
Primo, etc.

Google Scholar
https://scholar.google.com/

Elements to use for improving the
impact of your reference search:
Abstract
Keywords
Title
Author
References
Advanced Search

Didja know?
Google Scholar includes
Google Patents as a subset of
its content?

Google Patents, &c.
https://patents.google.com/

Google Scholar

How to use:

Google Patents

Abstract
Keywords
Title
Author
References

https://www.epo.org/

[[Demo…]]

[[Demo…]]

https://www.uspto.gov/

https://patents.justia.com/

[[Demo…]]

[[Demo…]]

Research Gate, &c.
Plenty of other search locations:
1. Research Gate
2. PubMed
3. Web of Science
4. Scopus
5. ACM Digital Library
6. IEEE
7. DBLP
8. …more…

Colorado State University’s library search, Primo,
incorporates these into your single search therein

Primo
https://lib.colostate.edu/
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Perform your searches
Select articles that are the most salient
Select from their reference list those that are most salient
Cut and paste the titles into Primo directly
Primo will return a PDF, book, or interlibrary loan suggestion for almost any
such article

DEMO: [[Pick random topic, like “pickled herring”]]

𝑺𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 =

𝑪𝒊𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔
𝒀𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝒑𝒖𝒃𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏

For example, an article published in
2017 with 57 citations has a saliency
of 11.4, while one published in 2012
with 68 citations has a saliency of 6.8

This is *not* a primo burger
https://spongebob.fandom.com/wiki/Nasty_Patty_(food)

How do I
Preserve my
References?

List of Searches
Save your searches – re-run them when you create your bibliography
Save the ones that worked for you…here is an example for the research I
am doing on text analytics around mendacity in argumentation…

Search

Notes

Authors

https://scholar.google.com/s
cholar?hl=en&as_sdt=4007
&q=red+herrings&btnG=

“Resource Curse” is a term I need to
be sure to include in my discussion

Brunnschweiler

https://scholar.google.com/s
cholar?hl=en&as_sdt=4007
&q=topical+cul-desac&btnG=

This did not work…”topical” was too
overloaded an operator, “topical
anesthetic,” etc.

N/A

https://scholar.google.com/s
cholar?hl=en&as_sdt=4007
&q=argumentation+distracti
on&btnG=

Search suggested by synonym for
“red herring”

Walton,
https://link.springer.com/
chapter/10.1007/978-0387-98197-0_1

…

…

…

https://scholar.google.com/s
cholar?hl=en&as_sdt=4007
&q=logical+fallacy&btnG=

“Homology” a term to be used in the
introduction to explain “logical fallacy”
in depth

Rieppel, use
evolutionary biology as a
rich analogy here…

My mantra is, “Every
hour spent on the
references saves two
hours spent on rewriting”

https://mantrasmeditation.com/buddhist-mantras/zhunti-mantra-bodhisattva-cundi-mantra/

Reference Managers
https://libguides.colostate.edu/home2

Reasons to Use Reference Managers
1. Ease of formatting
2. Ease of re-formatting (rejection is
inevitable), e.g., changing citation styles
3. Many are free: Mendeley, Bibme, Zotero
4. Many are available through institutions:
Endnote, RefWorks

Reasons not to Use Reference Managers
1. Gateway to Complacency
2. Intransigence
3. Idiosyncrasies, Updates, Incompatibilities
4. Creating your list of references is
SUPPOSED to take time!

https://www.evscienceconsultant.com/blog/choosing-reference-management-software
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Gateway-Drug-CD/499059438

Mendeley
1. Add files menu - Adds new entries to
your Mendeley library
2. Folders menu - Create a new folder to
organize your Mendeley library. Creates
a folder within whatever you’re currently
viewing - if used on All Documents, it will
create a new top-level folder. If used on
an existing folder, it will create a nested
folder with the current folder as the
parent.
Use the ‘Remove folder’ button to
remove the folder you are currently
viewing. Note that this will not affect any
documents within the folder.

https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface

Mendeley
3. Sync - Pushes your changes to the cloud
for storage, making them available on other
devices and computers
4. Search - Use this field to search your
Mendeley library. Note that Mendeley
Desktop’s search function is context-specific
– performing a search while viewing a
particular folder will only search within that
folder. Make sure ‘All documents’ is selected
if you want to search your entire library.
•

•

Click into the search field to set it as active.
Additional search modifiers can also be
selected using the dropdown menu that
appears next to the magnifying glass
Also returns results within the text of PDF
documents incorporated into your library, in
addition to the contents of the document’s
details.

https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface

Mendeley
5. Discovery – Mendeley allows you to
discover new references in a number of
different ways. From within Mendeley
Desktop, you can use ‘Literature Search’
to search within Mendeley’s crowdsourced catalog. Alternatively, you can
use ‘Mendeley Suggest’ to receive
bespoke recommendations based on your
area of study and the contents of your
library.
6. My Library – View the entire contents
of your personal library by selecting ‘All
Documents’. Mendeley also offers a
number of ways to filter your library. Any
folders you create will also be listed under
the ‘My Library’ section.

https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface

Mendeley
7. Groups – Any groups you join or create
will be listed under this heading. The icon
that appears next to the group’s name
indicates the group type.
8. Main panel – when in browsing mode,
the main panel of Mendeley Desktop will
display the contents of the currently
selected view. You can use the column
headings (Authors, Title, Year, Published In,
Added) to quickly reorder the contents.
Double click an entry with a PDF attached
(indicated by an icon) to open it in the PDF
reader (see below)

https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface

Mendeley
9. Details panel –details of whichever
library entry you currently have selected.
Relevant detail fields for the document
type, along with contents. You can use this
panel to modify an entry’s details. The
‘Notes’ tab that appears at the top will
allow you to view any notes you’ve created
for the entry.
10. Filter panel – Different options to allow
you to quickly filter your current view. Like
search, the filtering is context specific - the
panel displays filtering options relevant to
your current view only (e.g. only the
authors of entries within a selected folder
will appear as options for filtering).
To filter your entire library, ensure that the
‘All Documents’ view is selected.
https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface

What About
Confidential and/or
Proprietary
Documents?

Confidential and Proprietary Documents
One city you are not allowed to visit as a research author is
MendaCity
If you wish to publish but there are confidentiality and proprietary
concerns, you must still provide public references to the general
area:
1. Take the topics from the private documents (along lines of using
titles and keywords in previous examples) and use as search
terms on Google Scholar, etc., to see if any reasonable public
equivalent can be found.
2. Otherwise, if they really are private, you can’t cite them without
breach of disclosure agreement. So, wait to publish, please.
3. If you can find software, process, diagram, etc., similar to your
work on GitHub or a like search, you can include such a project
as a reference. Like with web pages, you need to cite the day
accessed…

Beware the lie tree

http://brexitrumpdiary.blogspot.com/2017/01/bleak-trees-and-mendacity.html
https://www.abebooks.com/Lie-Tree-Paperback-Jan-2015-Hardinge/31014442467/bd?cm_mmc=ggl-_-US_Shopp_Trade-_-product_id=COM9781447264101USED-_keyword=&gclid=Cj0KCQiAieWOBhCYARIsANcOw0z5NX_nk68a2xkciZmgz2tms-qEJjJV3BfnjesiYmP3PsK6ee9kCFYaAsEuEALw_wcB

What About I.P.?

Intellectual Property
If you have not filed a provisional patent yet, please don’t publish
Q. Can you cite a provisional U.S. patent?
A. Absolutely—here is one in Chicago style:
Simske, Steve, and Sean Lahti. "Variable distance sensor security devices and systems." U.S. Patent
Application 17/165,606, filed August 12, 2021.

Q. Can you cite a trade secret?
A. That is an oxymoron—once published, it is a trade practice, not secret
Q. Can you cite a patent, copyright, or trademark?
A. Absolutely
They should be distinguished from surrounding text, for example, with italics or capital letters
A trademark should be shown with TM, C, or R, preferably the initial time the trademark appears
Must inform the public that the symbol, word, device, or image that you're utilizing is yours
Displaying the trademark symbol more than once may be distracting

https://www.campussafetymagazine.com/news/fbi-warns-u-s-universities-about-chinese-theft-of-intellectual-property/

I’ll have some
perspective

The perspective of reviewing
That’s it. I’d like some
fresh, clear, well seasoned
reviewing perspective.
1. Reviewers are going to check for the most highly-regarded references—if the number of citations is high (e.g., >
50 total or a saliency score > 10), you may wish to consider using the reference
2. Reviewers are going to look for the most pertinent references—make sure to perform a Google Scholar search
on your title and your set of keywords
3. Reviewers are going to look for their own references. It makes sense to see who reviews similar material to your
own for the journal or conference you send your article to
4. Reviewers are looking for alternative approaches not covered—reference and discuss them
5. Reviewers want to see public data sets used—reference them
𝑪𝒊𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔
𝑺𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 =
𝒀𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝒑𝒖𝒃𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏
http://kensolowrotary.com/2019/03/31/fresh-clear-well-seasoned-perspective/

The perspective of impact
That’s it. I’d like some
fresh, clear, well seasoned
impact perspective.
1. Survey or review article? Perform and incorporate multiple
searches
2. If you are undecided about a reference, re-read it and plan to
incorporate it—connecting to all relevant articles is not a
choice, it is a primary responsibility of the authors
3. The more you contextualize the references that you include,
the more likely your reader will look to your article as a
fundamental article in the field
4. Contextualization = understanding = having the ability to show
how your work impacts the overall field
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/science/kiefer/Education/SSRG2-Craters/craterstructure.html
http://kensolowrotary.com/2019/03/31/fresh-clear-well-seasoned-perspective/

The perspective of perspective
That’s it. I’d like some
fresh, clear, well seasoned
perspective perspective
1. RTFA – don’t even think about putting a reference in your article without
re-reading it. This is one of the main problems with using a Reference
Manager. Complacency is complicity, and your writing will suffer
2. Context is everything. A sentence taken out of context can lead to the
perspective of your article being rejected, or ignored even if accepted for
publication
3. Attitude is everything—why view putting together references as drudgery?
Instead, make it the centerpiece of your writing. Celebrate the talent and
accomplishment of your peers: a rising tide lifts all boats
4. Learning is not something you do…it is what you are. Never stop.
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/RTFM
http://kensolowrotary.com/2019/03/31/fresh-clear-well-seasoned-perspective/

Thank you!

